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How english plurals are formed; Generally - (e) part of a series on English grammar morphiolyphicationsprifix (in English) suffix (often) Word typeAcronymsAdjectivesAdverbs (flat) ArticleConjunctionsCompoundsDemonstratives The leader of the PatentMiners sledging internationalinationsconstents applications
applications (in English) pronouns (case · person) actions actions helpful and contractions (conditional · mandatory · sub-assistant) aspect (continuous · wont · Perfect) - Ingirreguel Verfodal Verable VerbIverance Yosfrasal Verbal Verververab Use Transtransvive and TranslucentIve Actions Syncerclaus (in English)
Conditional Synopbuldo-SupportIveversionPeriphrasis Zero Marking Orr. The authorial lyricization of the bobbimationcapitalization is the most popular lyrical controversy of american-American vernacular English american and British English grammar. Without proper rendering support, you can view question marks,
boxes or other symbols instead of Unicode characters. For an introductory guide on IPA symbols, see Help: IPA. English nouns are driven to the number of grammars, meaning that if they are of counting types, they usually have different forms for singular and plural. This article discusses the variety of ways in which
English plural nouns are formed of related singular forms, as well as various issues related to the use of singular and plural in English. For plurals of pronouns, see English personal pronouns. The phonological transcription provided in this article are for received pronunciation and general American. For more information,
see English Phology. Plural morphium in regular plural English is suffixed to the end of most nouns. Regular English plurals come in three classes, based on the singular sound ending: where a singular noun ends in a cibilent sound - /s/z /, /ʃ/, ʒ/, tʃ/or/dʒ/dʒ/-adding the plural/sz/or//ţz/(in some transcription systems, it is ᵻz
abbreviated/ᵻz. Spelling says-es, or-s if singular already ends - E: Kiss Kiss/ˈkɪsᵻz/Stage Stages/ˈfeɪzᵻz/Dish Dishes/ˈdɪʃᵻz/Massage Massage/məˈsɑːʒᵻz/or/ˈmæsɑːʒᵻz/Witches/ˈwɪtʃᵻz/Judge Judge/ˈdʒʌdʒᵻz/When the singular form ends in a silent consonant (other than a cibilant)/p/, /t/, k/, and sometimes /f/ and /σ // (which is
replaced by dishes /v/v/and/ð/ð/ð/) (voiced respectively in certain multiples, as discussed below- plural constitutes /s/s/s//σ/σ/σ////////σ/σ//σ/φ///////////////which are replaced by dishes voiced respectively in certain multiples, as discussed below: Spelling says: Lap laps/læps/cat cats/kæts/watches clocks/klɒks/cuff
cuffs/kʌfs/death death/dɛθs/sic, singular forms that end up in a silent consonant (other than a cibilant) are plural with voiceless dishes/s/, and singular forms that end up in a voiced phoneme. vowel and voiced consonants) or are multiplied with a cibilent voiced consonant/z/. Therefore, for all other words (i.e. words ending
in vowels or non-sybilent not to voice) the regular plural says /z/, orthographically represented: boy's boys/bɔɪz/girl girls/ɡɜːrlz/chair chairs/tʃɛərz/Phonologically, these rules are sufficient to describe the most English plural. However, some complications arise in the spelling of some plural, as described below. The plural of
nouns in-o with a noun ending in o before the consonant, is spelled by adding plural in many cases -es (clear/z/): hero heroes potato potato volcanoes volcanoes or volcanoes but many nouns of alien origin, including almost all Italian loan words, Add only -s: Canto Cantos Hetero Hetro Hetros Photo Photos Zero Zero (or
Zero) Piano Piano Portico Porticos Pro Pro pros Quarto (Paper Size) Quartos Kimono Kimonos noun ends in a vocal to the bahus of noun (that is, Used as a vowel) before a consonant usually y drop and add-ies (clear/iz/, or/aiz/in words where y pronunciation is/ai/): Cherry Cherry Lady women's words ending in sky sky
quy also follow this pattern Soliculi Soilloquiz: However, this type of noun that makes its plural by simply adding the proper noun (especially the names of the people): [1] [2] Two Kennedys, there are three Harry in our office. This rule is not always followed with the name of the place: both Germany and German are used,
[3] and the standards of Sicily and Skely Sicily and Silli are plural. Nor does the rule apply to words that are capitalized only common nouns: P&O ferries (by ferry). Other exceptions include take-by and stand-by. Form a tone before a tone-word ending as its plural by S: The day monkey monkeys but the plural form
(rarely used) of money is usually money, although money is also found. [4] In addition, the plural of trolleys can be either trolleys or trolleys, although the former is more common. The plural of noun-i-written with nouns - I usually have plural in-form - is (for example: alibis, bikinis, Israelis), but in some plural-ies are also
found (for example: peppers, alkalies). Almost regular plural σ in old and middle English, mutated for the voiced frisative/v/and//ð/y/respectively before the voice ends. [5] In some words it survives in the expressed modern English plural. In case of converting to /f/v/, mutation is also indicated in orthography; Also, in this
case a silent E is added if the singular does not end with already - E: Bath Bath /bɑːðz/, /bæðz/Mouth [a 1] mouth/maʊðz/calf calves/kɑːvz/, /kævz/leaf [a 2] leaves/liːvz/knife [a 1] knife/na]vz/life remains/la]vz/furthermore, a word where/s/plural is voiced: [5] House of house [a 1] /haʊzᵻz/many ending in noun
/f/or/σ/σ/2/2/2/2000 All words where/f/gh or pH are represented orthographically by) nevertheless maintain soundless dishes: kite kites (voiced/mɒðz/rare, but occur in New England and Canada) [citations are needed] proof something can either: dwarf [a 3] dwarves hoof/dwarves. Hooves yoga elf/elves ceiling roofs
(usually voiced as/ɹuːvz/for poetry with hooves, but rooves have a rare archaic spelling) staff [a 4] staff/lathis turf turf/turves (post-rare) irregular polymers There are many other regular ways of making less plural, usually stemmed from old forms of English or from foreign borrowing. The noun with the same singular and
plural is the same singular and plural (zero twist) in some nouns. Many of these animal names are: bison buffalo carp cod deer fish kakapo (and other Maori-derived words) moose clean pike salmon sheep shrimp squid trout as a general rule, Sports or other animals are often referred to singularly for the plural in sports
context: they have six braces of pheasants, carruthers won a dozen tigers last year, while plural will be used regularly in other terms such as zoology or tourism. Eric Partridge refers to these game words as snowb plural and projections that they can develop by common English irregular plural animal terms analogy with
deer, sheep and trout. [6] Similarly, almost all types of fish have no distinct plural form (although there are exceptions—such as rays, sharks or lampares). As a term fish, plural is usually similar to singular, although fish are sometimes used, especially when fish species have meaning. Fishes are also used in iconic
contexts, such as the biblical story of loaves and fishes, or references in The Godfather, Luca Brasi sleeps with fishes. Other nouns containing similar singular and plural forms: aircraft; watercraft; spacecraft; hovercraft; Ocean-going craft (but in the sense of a skill or art, plural is regular, craft.) blues (referring to individual
songs in the blues musical genre: let me play a blues; he sang three blues and a calypso) cannon (sometimes cannons) (cannons are more common in North America and Australia, while cannon is more common in the United Kingdom as plural.) chassis (spelling is similar only; The singular is obvious / (t) ʃæsi / while
plural is /(t) ʃæsiz/)) lawyer (in the sense of lawyer) [7] head (referring, in plural, to animals in the flock: 50 heads of animals: cf up brace iris (usually irises, but iris can be plural for many plants; irides are used in medical contexts) series , species (and in other words -ies, from latin fifth declension) [Latin ablatively in
phrase in the word specki refers to coins, from singular to only money. There is no plural form of it. Stone - as a unit of weight equal to 14 pounds Stones) many names for native Americans are not in plural: Cherokee Cree Commanche Delaware Hopi Irokois Kiova Navajo Ojibwa Sioux Juni exceptions include Algonquin,
Apsch, Aztec, Chippetha, Hoppers, Incas, Mohawks, Vanidas and Semanols. English sometimes differs between regular plural forms of demonized/ethnicities (such as five Dutchmen, many Irishmen), and the innumerable dominated collectively referred to entire nationalities (e.g. Dutch, Irish). Some other words
borrowed from foreign languages such as Japanese and Maori are correct that are not in the plural, although many people are not aware of this rule; § See irregular plurals from other languages below. The plurals of certain nouns are formed by adding -n or -en stemming from the old English weak decens. Only the
following three are commonly found: bull bulls (especially when referring to a team of draft (draft) animals, sometimes bulls in non-standard American English) child children (only possible plural; a double plural, in which the old English plural was added to sildra/sildruel, which led to the archaic dominated chiller also in
childmass, sometimes still encountered in Ireland). Brothers (meaning a male brother archaic as the plural of brother, but often seen as the plural of brother meaning a religious congregation or a member of the fraternal organization; [8] Originated as a double plural, in which -en added to the early Middle English brother)
as mentioned, the child's word comes from chiller as before. There were some other words like this in the past: eyre/eyren (eggs), lamber/lambren (lamb), and calver/calveren (calves). The following - (e) N plural are found in dialectical, rare, or archaic use: bee (dialectical, Ireland) cow kine (archaic/regional; in fact the
first plural kye [cf. Scots kye-cows] plus-en suffix, creating a double plural) eye of the eye (rare, found in some regional dialects, Used by Shakespeare) shoe shoon (rare/dialectical) housen (rare/dialectical, used by Rudyard Kipling in Pook's Hill Brewing) hose hosen (rare/archaic, used in King James's version of the
Bible) knee knee knee (archaic/obsolete) tree trin (archaic/obsolete, used by William Brown) Orochs Orochsen (optional plural, also oroch) word box, a computer Referring to, sometimes the hacker subculture [needing clarification] is humorously multiform for boxing. In the same context, many VX computers are
sometimes called vaxane, especially if to work as clusters, but many Unix systems are usually younis with latin models. [9] Apofonic plural sometimes formed by changing the tone sound of singular (these are sometimes called mutated plurals): foot foot goose geese june lice dormitory male rat rats (can also carry
computer icons Plural form mouse) tooth teeth female female female/ˈwɪmᵻn/word of this group that historically consists of old English cuisine declension, German umlaut § I see mutation in old English. There are many compounds of men and women that form their plural in the same way: postman, policewomen, etc.
The plural of weasel is weasel. Mongeese is a back formation by the wrong analogy for goose/geese and is often used in a jocular context. The form meese is sometimes used humorously even as the plural of moose- usually mousse or moose-or even of the mouse. Miscellaneous irregular plurals are irregular plurals in
some words which are not worth any kind given here. Individuals (individuals, also in more formal terms; people can also be a singular noun with plural people. Otherwise dies are used. Penny-Pence (in terms of the amount of money in the UK). 1 p or 1 per cent coins are called money. Pence is brief P (also in the
speech, as urinating). Below to 10 pence see § headless noun. See also irregular plurals from Latin and Greek to irregular polymers Latin and Greek: plural form of words ending in america—American English has borrowed many words from classical Latin and classical Greek. Classical Latin has a very complex system
of endings with five categories or decans of nouns, adjectives and pronouns (with some sub-categories). Usually, in terms of borrowing from Latin, the end of the nomination is used: the noun whose nomination ends in singular -a (first Deccan) -AE (enema, anime) are plural; The noun whose nominated singular-M
(second Dekensian neuter) ends in — is plural in A (stadium, stadium; datum, data). (For a full treatment, see Latin declensions.) Sometimes forms other than enrollment are observed: partibus infidelibus (in the land of Heathens), which is plural positive (indirect object, approximately). Classical Greek had a simpler
system, but is still more complicated than English. Note that most of the debt terms from Greek in English are from Atari Greek (Plato, Aristotle's Athenian Greek, and other great writers), Demotic Greek, Coin (Bible) Greek, or modern Greek. This is because atari is Greek which is taught in classes in Greek in Western
Europe, and so Greek knew that term borrowers. The general trend with the term adoption loan is called anglican or natural, that is, towards the re-formation of the word and its inflection in the form of normal English words. Many nouns are settled on, or have acquired a modern form from the original (usually Latin).
Other nouns have become anglican, taking when the normal S ends. In some cases, both forms are still competing. Can choose a form often On reference: For a scholar, the plural of the appendix is appendix (adherence to the original language); For, some physicians, the plural appendix of the appendix. Similarly, a
radio or radar engineer works with antennas, but belongs to an entomological antennae. The choice of form can also depend on the level of discourse: traditional Latin-dominated academic and scientific contexts are found more frequently, while adopted forms in daily speech are more common. In the following table,
Latin plurals are listed, together with adopted forms when these are more common. Different patterns of Latin pronunciation can cause confusion in the form of the number or gender of the noun in question. As traditionally used in English, including scientific, medical and legal references, the Latin noun maintains a
classical twist in relation to spelling; However those inflections use an anglican accent: Entomologists pronounce antennae ænˈtɛni/1000.300 aperture. It can cause confusion for people familiar with classical Latin pronunciation/ænˈtɛnaɪ/ænˈtɛnaɪ. Alumni (masculine plural) and alumni (feminine plural) words are notorious
in this regard, as alumni in adopted pronunciations seem similar to that of an alumnus in Italian pronunciation. Because many of these plurals do not end in-s, some of them have been reinterpreted as singular forms: especially the term datum and medium (in the medium of communication), where the original plural data
and media are now, in many contexts, used by some as singular mass nouns: the media is biased; This data shows us that... (Although a number of scientists, especially of British descent, still say these figures show us that...) । See below for more information. Similarly, words such as criteria and phenomena are
singularly used by some speakers, although it is still considered incorrect in standard use (see below). Gets the final one - AE (also -æ [citation needed]), or simply say-s: Alumina Alumni Antenna Antenna Formula Formula/Formula Encyclopedias /encyclopedias (encyclopedias and encyclopedias are rare) are ending in
scientific abbreviation-A for words of Latin origin, such as SN for supernovas, can create a plural by adding -E, as SNe for supernova. Gets the final east or ninth - ices (clear/ᵻsiːz/, or just say-es: index index/ˈɪndᵻsiːz/or indexed matrix matris/ˈmeɪtrᵻsiːz/z vertex vertices/ˈvɜːrtᵻsiːz/finals gets es (clear/iːz/ˈæksiːz (dʒɛn) /
siːz/Nemesis Nemesis/ˈnɛməsiːz/Crisis Crisis/ˈkraɪsiːz/Testis Test/ˈtɛstiːz/Thesis ˈtɛstiːz/ˈθiːsiːz/Brackets/pəˈrɛnθəsiːz/Excluding words received from Greek Police, Joe Polis (clear/iːs/or/iːz/) Acropolis Acropolis/æˈkropoliːs/(Some of these are Greek rather Latin word, but the method of plural formation in English is the
same. ) Some people treat the procedure as if it belongs to this class, pronounce procedures/ˈprɒsᵻsiːz instead of standard/ˈprɒsɛsᵻz/. Since the word comes from latin processes, the plural in the fourth decalenson is processus with a long U, so this pronunciation is by analogy, not by etymology. Axis (/ˈæksiːz/), plural of
axis is pronounced differently from the plural of axe (/ˈæksᵻz/), axe (e). The final ies remains unchanged: the series series species species is considered specie non-standard for a singular of species species. This standard means the form of money, where it derives from the Latin singular ablative in the phrase in specific.
Gets the final um-a, or just say-s: Appendix addenda/appendix agendum (obsolete, not listed in most dictionaries) agenda is a means to list trade goods at a meeting and have plural agendas. Purification pure course course/course datum data (now generally regarded as a singular mass noun in both informal and
educated use, but use in scientific publications shows a strong American/British divide. American uses generally prefer to treat data as a singular in all contexts, including serious and academic publishing. [10][11][12] British use now widely accepts the treatment of data as singular in standard English,[13] including
educated everyday use[14] at least in non-scientific use. [15] British scientific publications usually still prefer to treat data as plural. [16] Some British university-style guides recommend using data for both singular and plural use[17] and some recommend treating it only as a singular in relation to computers. [18]) In
engineering, drafting, survey and GeoDC, and in weight and balance calculations for aircraft, a datum (plural datum or data) is a reference point, surface or axis on the surface of an object or earth against which measurements are made. For one forum/forums (rare for one and can only be used to refer to more than one
original Roman platform.) in medium media (communication system and digital computers. It is now often regarded as a singular mass noun.); Mediums (spiritualists, or medium-sized objects) memo memo/memorandum millennium millennium/millennium ovum ova referendum referendum referendum often means
plebiscites are taken, and referenda as voting on the proposal. It is often argued that referenda is wrong because it is a Latin gerand, which did not have a plural form, while the vote on the motion is like a gerundive, which can be pluralized. Spectrum Spectra (as the electric spectrum in electrical engineering) stadium
stadiums/stadiums (the latter is far more common) gets the level level final us - I (second declension, [a]) or era or-ora (third declension), or just say-es (especially the fourth) For words, where Latin Latin Was similar to singular): Alumni alumni alumni cactus cactus/cacti (many people in Arizona avoid liking either with
cactus as both singular and plural. Campus campus campuses (Latin plural farm campy is sometimes used exclusively with regard to colleges or universities; however, it is sometimes frowned upon. On the contrary, common plural form complexes are universally accepted. Corpus Corpus/Corpus Census Focus
Fosi/Focusing Fungus Genus Genra Hippopotamus Hippopotamus (Note: Octopus is also, although it is strictly unfounded speaking[19] because it is not the Latin noun of the second Dekenson, but the Greek ὀκτώπους [oktṓpous, a Latinized form of eight feet]. Theoretically correctly octopodes are rarely used. Platipus
platipus (similar to octopus: platipi is but etymologically incorrect while technically correct, and platapods are also rarer than octopods. The prospectus prospectus (plural prospectus though correct in Latin) radius radi sukkubus sukubi (is similar in omnibus word form, but basically positive plural, so * omnibus: see motor
bus. Stylus Stylus Syllabus Sillabi/Syllabus Terminus Termini/Terminus Uterine Uterine Viscus Viscera Virus Virus (see plural form of words ending in -us#Virus) Last we remain unchanged in plural (fourth decennson) - in plural it is a long time to distinguish it from singular short ǔ): mitus mecus (see plural form of words
ending in -us#Virus) But usually the state of the meat position (but usually the situation) equipment mechanism (but usually the tool) colloquial uses based in humorous fashion on the second declination include alvie (better Latin Elvis or alvids) to refer to many Elvis impersonators and loti, used by petrolheads to refer to
Lotus Automobile in plural. Some are preserved in Greek-dominated English (cf. plural of words of Greek origin): gets on final-a: automaton automata/automatons criteria criteria/criterion (the latter is as rare) event/events (the latter is as common, Although sometimes prohibited) polyhedron polyhedra/polyhedron finalists
change in one case as-antes:Atlas Atlantes (but atlas atlas (map collection) can become the last MA-mata in a noun of Greek origin, although-S is usually also acceptable, and is more common in many cases. Stigma/Stigma Stoma Stoma Schema Schema Scheme/Schemas Dogma/Dogmatic Lema Lema Lemata/Lemas
Abhipema Unthemata/Curse Enema Enema/Enema Such-Atta Plural are also in Latin terms borrowed from Greek, such as poetry. One are reduced in both languages. Irregular plurals from other languages add some nounsone-x of French origin, which may be silent or clear/z/: dandy beaux or beaus bureau or bureau
château châteaux châteaus ambient surroundings or ambient tableau piles or tableaux also see the French compounds below §. Italian nouns, especially technical terms in music and art, often maintain the Italian plurals: cello celli timpano timpani foreign words can take native plural form, especially when the user is
addressing an audience familiar with the language. In such cases, the traditionally formed English plural may seem strange or confusing. Add nouns of Slavic origin -a or -I according to native rules, or simply-s: kniazhestvo kniazhestva/kniazhestvos cobjar kobjari/kobzar oblasty/add oblast noun of Hebrew origin-im or-ot
(usually m/f) according to native rules, Or bus-s: Cherub Karub is a back-formation from Cherub Karubim/Karubse Seraif Serahim/seraphs (Hebrew is fantastic. The King James version has the form of serafims. Matzah Matzot/Matzah Kibutz Kibutzim/Kibutzes OT is clarified in ashkenazi dialect OS (with unspent s). Many
nouns of Japanese origin have no plural form and do not change: Bento Tula Otaku Otaku Samurai Samurai Samurai Other nouns such as Kimonos, Ninja, Futon and Tsunami are often seen with regular English plural. In New Zealand English, nouns of Maori origin can either take A-S or have no different plural form.
Words more associated with Maori culture and the words used in that context maintain the same form, while the names of flora and fauna can or cannot take A-S based on context. Many more accurately regard the omission as: Kiwi[b 1] Kiwi/Kiwi Kowhai Kowhai/Kowhais Maori[b 2] Maori/(occasionally Maori) Marae
Marae Tui Tuis/Tui waka waka Notes: ^ When referring to the bird, the Kiwis can't take A-S or can't take; When used as an unofficial term for a New Zealander, it always takes a-s ^ Maori, when referring to a person of that ethnicity, usually doesn't take a-s. Many speakers avoid using Maori as a noun, and instead use it
only as an adjective. Some of the words borrowed from inuquite spoken by Inuit in Canada and Alaska retain the original plurals. The term Inuit itself almost always remains in singular form (in English, native Inuktitut singularly Inuk, although recommended by the Canadian government, [20] in practice is rarely used
outside inuit villages). Inuk (rare) Inuit Inukshuk Inukshuit (Rare) Iqalumyuq Iqalumit (resident of Iqaluite) Nunavimyuk Nunvimit (Nunavik Resident of Nunavumyuk Nunavumiuut (resident of Nunavut) the noun from the above languages generally forms plural as if they were native English words: canoe canoe cwm cwms
Welsh valley; The Welsh plural is the inicuted plural ᐃᒡᓗᐃᑦ igloot of cymoed igloo igloos ᐃᒡᓗ igloo kangaroo kangaroo kayak kayak ᖃᔭᖅ Qaz's inuktitut plural ᖃᔭᐃᑦ the qajit kindergarten is German plural Pizza Pizza Italian Plural Pizza's Sauna Sauna Finnish is not the plural form of sauna ninja ninja/ninja compound
noun in Japanese is a basic word in most of the English compound nouns, or heads, with which they end. These are nouns and are pluralized in typical fashion: able sailor-capable sailor head bangers Lieutenant Colonel Lt. Col. Yellow Dog Contract Yellow Dog Contract Some compounds have a head with which they
start. These heads are also nouns and the head is usually dominated, except second, usually after positive adjectives, Word unchanged: Attorney General Attorney General Bill Received Coats of-Arms Coat of Arms Court Martial Court Martial Director General Fees Simple Absolute Duty Simple Absolute Governor-
General Governors-General Passer-by-Passer Poet Award-winning Poets Award-winning ship line minister of line ships of son-in-law-presidential ministers -presidential staff procurator fiscal (in Scotland) procurator fiscal (in Scotland) is common in informal speeches to polymerize the last term rather than chief of staff
chiefs of fiscal, Like most English nouns, but in edited prose aimed at educated people, the forms above are usually preferred. If a compound can be thought to have two heads, both of them become pluralized when the first head has an irregular plural form: [citation needed] male-hair manservant menservants female
doctor female doctor (no longer in common use) two heads are a standard plural form, however, only the final head pluralization do: the city state states nurse-therapist - the general term as part of an official title, There is an adjective, but it has been adopted as a noun and thus has a head, so the compound titles that
employ it are finally pluralized: Brigadier General Chief General Chief General General for compounds of three or more words which are working a word as a head (or a head) with an irregular plural form. , only that word is pluralized: The city's men's war about man-in-town men for many other compounds of three or
more words with a head in front of female street women — especially in cases where the compound is ad hoc or the head is symbolic — it's usually either the first major word or the last (open when singular, Such compounds carry hyphens when plural in the latter case): ham on rye hams on rye on rye/ham-on-ham-ham-
rye jack-in-box/jack-in-the-box jack-in-pulp jack-in-the-pulp/jack-in-pulp with some extended compounds, both words can be plural-again, With an option (which may be more prevalent, such as the head of state) : Heads of State A bitch of bitch sons of a bitch with compounds constructed around the extended O of the
Sons' Kingdom, the only last word is plural (or left unchanged if it's already plural): cat-o'-nine-tail cat-o'-nine-tail jack-o'-lantern jack-o'-lantern will-o'-wisp would-o'-wips also see below the headless nouns section. French compounds have been borrowed directly from many English compounds French, and these generally
follow a somewhat different set of rules. French borrowed compounds with a head at the beginning pluralize both words, according to French practice: agent-stimulating agents provocative allies - de-camp colleagues - de-camp coup d'état coups d'état du coeur cris du coeur cul-de-sacculs-de-sactentee ententes
amicable faitts accomplis fleur-de-lis fleurs-de-lis idée fixe idées reform tour de force tourism de force but: tête-à-tête-à-têtes for compounds adopted directly from French where the head finally comes, It is acceptable for either both words or only past multiplier: [21] Beau Geste beaux gestes/dandy gestes belle époque
belles époques époques/belle époques bon mots bons bons mots mots/bon mots bon vivant bons vivants/bon vivants bell [c1] homme beaux hommes Notes: If adjectives beautiful, nouveau new Before a masculine singular noun, or vieux old beginning with a tone or a silent H, they turn into vine, novel and vinyl to help
reduce pronunciation. The general plural rule applies to plural nouns. A specific case is compound film noir. For this French borrowed artistic term, English-language texts use variously as plural films noirs, films noir and, most prevalently, film noirs. In the 11th edition of Standard Merriam-Webster's Collegiate Dictionary
(2006), the film Noirs is listed as a preferred genre. Three primary bases can be identified for this: unlike other compounds borrowed directly from French, film noir is mainly used to refer to English-language cultural artifacts; A typically English style plural is thus unusually appropriate. Then, unlike other foreign borrowed
compounds, film noir specifically refers to products of popular culture; As a result, popular use holds more orthographical rights than usual. English has adopted Noir as a stand-alone adjective in artistic contexts, leading it to serve as the lone head in various compounds (e.g. psycho-noir, sci-fi noir). The plural of letters
and abbreviations is usually written with the plural of individual letters-[22] There are two H in this sentence; Mind your P and Q; Dot I have and t is across. Some people extend this use of apostofe to other cases, such as the plural of numbers written in figures (e.g. of 1990), used as words (e.g. their writing uses a lot).
However others would prefer to avoid this method (which can cause confusion with possessive-is), is-is), Write the 1990s, buts; This is the style recommended by the Chicago Manual of Style. Similarly, abbreviations and commencementism are generally pluralized by adding MPs (lowercase)-s, although sometimes
apostofe is seen. The use of apostofe is more common in cases where letters are followed by periods (BA), or where the last letter is S (as in PS and CAS, although PSS and CAS are also acceptable; end-es are also sometimes seen). By doubling the letter to English (Latin and some other European languages) some
one letter can create a plural of abbreviations: P (page), PP (page). In other examples ll. (Lines), FF (following lines/pages), HH. (hands, as a remedy), PP. (Pope), SS (Saints), SS (or §§) (Class), VV (Volume). Some multi-letter abbreviations can be treated in the same way by doubling the last letter: MS (manuscript),
MSS (manuscripts); session. (composition), op (as the plural of opera composition). However, the abbreviation often used for singularity is also used as an abbreviation of plural; This is normal for most units of measurement and currency. SI unit symbols are not officially considered abbreviations and are not pluralized as
10 meters (10 m). Headless noun in language instinct, linguist Steven Pinker discusses what he calls headless words, usually muscle-wide compounds, such as lolife and flatfoot, in which life and feet are not meaningfully head; That is, a lowlife is not a kind of life, and a flatfoot is not a kind of foot. When the common



form of such a term is singular, it is considered as if it contains a regular plural, even if the last component of the word is usually multiplied in an irregular manner. Thus, according to Pinker, the plural of lowlife is short life, not lollives. Other proposed examples include: Sabretuth Sabretuth still life is still life tenderfoot an
exception blackfoot, of which the plural blackfeet may be, although that form of name has been officially rejected by Canada's Blackfoot First Nations. Another analogue is the case that sports teams such as the Miami Marlins and Toronto Maple Leafs have named. For these, see § teams and their members below. Faulty
noun plural is not a singular form of some nouns without singular form. Such a noun is called plural tantam. Examples include cattle, thanksgiving, clothes (basically a plural of cloth). A special set of nouns, describing two-part things, modern English includes a major group of polylia tantam: glasses (a pair of glasses),
pants, panties, pantyhose, tongs, scissors, shorts, suspenders, tongs (metalwork and cooking), trousers, etc. These words are interchangeable with a pair of scissors, a pair of trousers, and so forth. It's common in the American fashion industry to refer to a pair of pants as pants- although it's one The English word
(derived from french pantalon) was originally singular. In the same area, the other half is a half of a pair of different scissors, rather illogical, referred to as a half scissor. Tweezers used to be part of this group, but tweezers have come into common use since the second half of the 20th century. A noun describing things
with two parts is singularly expressed when used as an adjective. Other polygia tantam remain unchanged as adjectives. A pair of spectacle a spectacle grinder trouser press a pair of dresses line there are also some plural nouns whose singular forms exist, although they are much more rarely encountered by plural:
matrimonial matrimony phalanx [d1] phalanx tidings things inverted Visus Vissera notes: ^ In medical terminology, a phalanx is a military phalanx pluralistic phalanx. See also singular without plural: singular tantam mass nouns (or innumerable nouns) do not represent different objects, so singular and plural semantics do
not apply in the same way. Some examples: abstract nouns derived from deceit, information, cunning, and noun adjectives, such as words ending with honesty, knowledge, beauty, wisdom, poverty, stupidity, curiosity, and -ness, such as goodness, freshness, laziness, and nouns which are samosas of adjectives with a
similar meaning, such as good, bad (can also use good and evil), warm, and cold. In art and science chemistry, geometry, surgery, blues, [E1] jazz, rock and roll, impressionism, surrealism. This includes people who look plural but act as grammatically singular in English: mathematics (and the shortened form
'mathematics' in British English), physics, mechanics, mobility, statics, thermodynamics, aerodynamics, electronics, hydrodynamics, robotics, acoustics, optics, computer graphics, cryptography, ethics, linguistics, etc.; For example, math is fun; Cryptography is the science of code and cipher; Thermodynamics is the
science of heat. Data often acts as a singular in context such as data collection or data processing. Chemical Elements and Other Physical Entities: Aluminum (U.S.) / Aluminum Some large-scale nouns can be pluralized, but in this case the meaning can change to some extent. For example, when I have two grains of
sand, I do not have two sands; I have sand. There's less sand in its pile than mine, not less sand. However, many may have African sands— either many different parts of sand, or different types of sand of interest to geologists or builders, or simply indicate the sand of Mars. It is rare to pluralize furniture in this way
(although it was more common in the past) and information Never plurality. There are many isotopes of oxygen, which can be known as various oxygen. In casual speech, oxygen can be used as shorthand for oxygen atoms, but in this case, it is not a massive noun, so one can refer to multiple oxygen in the same
molecule. A Bob will interpret Bob's knowledge as different pieces of knowledge (i.e., don't run with scissors, defer to those with greater knowledge), deceit as a series of instances of deceitful behavior (lied on income tax, dated my wife), and plural expressions of the collective concept of inaction as different
manifestations of the worker's different laziness (or as different types of inaction, bone to work versus lazy). The pair sample and species both come by way of a Latin word which means, but they don't make a singular-plural pair. In Latin, the specimen is a unitary singular form, while the species is the enrolmentistic form,
which is similar in both singular and plural. In English, species behave equally as nouns with the same singular and plural-while specks are treated as a large-scale noun, referring to money in the form of coins (the idea is [paid] type). [23] Singular words in the form of plural and plural become singular plurals but some
words singular in the creation that were originally plural are used almost exclusively as singular (usually innumerable); For example billiards, measles, news, mathematics, physics, etc. Some of these words, such as news, are felt as singular by strongly and consistently fluent speakers. These words are usually marked
as plural in dictionaries but with singular (or similar words) in creation. Other people, such as aesthetics, feel less strongly or consistently as singular; For later types, the dictionary recognizes the plural in phrase form but the singular or plural variable usage in the creation. Plural form became a singular form Some words
of foreign origin are considered much superior in their (foreign-morphology) plural form, and are often not even recognized as plural form by English speakers; Descriptively, many of these in English morphology are simply not in plural form, since English has naturalized the foreign plural as English singular. The use of
the original singular can be considered pessimism, superright or wrong. [24] In the examples below, the original plural is now commonly used as a singular, and in some cases it constitutes a regular English plural (effectively a double plural). Original singular original pluralism/common singular plural agenda [F1] Agenda
Algae Algae Biscoto Biskoti Biscotti Candelaram Candelabra Candelabra Datum [F2] Data Data (Mass Noun) Graphito Graffiti (Mass Noun) Symbol Symbol Composition [F3] Opera Opera Panino Panini Panini (currently ) to achieve) The Paparazzi Papazi Spegetto Spaghetti Spaghetti (Jan Noun) Talib Taliban Taliban
(collective noun) Tori Tori (American English) tori magazine was taken from Arabic through French. It was originally plural, but in French and English it is always considered singular. Other words whose plurals are sometimes used as singular include: Criterion Criteria Event Event Notes: ^ An agenda is commonly used to
mean a list of agendas. ^A piece of data is sometimes known as data point. In engineering, drafting, surveys and geoDC, and in weight and balance calculations for aircraft, a datum (plural datum or data) is a reference point, surface or axis on the surface of an object or earth against which measurements are made. ^
Some of the words maintained for the composition numbering system for naming music works arranged by the same composer back-formation constitute unusually singular and plural, but develop common singular-plural pairs by back-formation. For example, peas (modern peas) in origin had a singular with plural pes
can. However, Paes was analyzed as plural by analogy, of which a new singular peas was formed; The spelling of the page was also changed accordingly, only in the name of dish pez porridge or pea pudding. Similarly, the three-letter termite termite was plural; However, this singular was lost, and the plural form was
reduced to two letters. There is a back-formation from syringe syringes, the plural of syringes themselves, is an instrument. Cherry Norman is from French Cherise. The steps were once the plural of phiss, but singular is now the stage. Non-standard, aggressive, and now obsolete Chini and Portuji singular standards are
back-formations from Chinese and Portuguese. Kudos is a singular Greek word meaning admiration, but is often taken to being a plural. Currently, though, kudos is considered an error, although usage is becoming more common [citations needed] as Kudos is better known. The name of the Greek sandwich style Giants
is rapidly undergoing a similar change. From Latin, the word for the main upper hand flexor in the singular is biceps muscle (from biceps brachy); However, many English speakers take it to be a plural and refer only to one hand muscle, by back-formation, as a bicep. Right-though very rarely used-Latin plural is bicipites.
The word sastrugi (hard ridges on deep ice) is of Russian origin and its singular sastruga; But the quaint Latin type of singular sastrugus has sometimes been used. Geographical plurals used as singular geographical names can be considered as singular, even if they are regarded as representing a single entity such as
a country: the United States is a country in North America (likewise with the Netherlands, philippines, Trinidad and Tobago, united nations, etc.). If the spirit is a group of geographical objects such as islands or mountains, a plural-form name will be regarded as plural: the Hebrides are a group of islands off the coast of
Scotland. Prodigious with collective meaning can refer to plural words such as army, company, crowd, family, fleet, government, majority, dirt, number, pack, party and team to treat either the same entity or members of the set to compose it. If the latter means intended, then the term (albeit as singular) can be regarded as
if it were a plural, that it could take a plural verb and be replaced with a plural pronoun: (in British English) the government are considering its position (alternatively the government is considering its position). See cinesis. Thus, as H. W. Fowler describes, in British English they are considered singular or plural at
discretion; Fowler notes that sometimes delicate differences are made possible by discretionary pluralities: the cabinet is split better, because the order of thought must be preceded by a whole partition; And the cabinet agrees better, because it takes two or more to agree. [25] Plural of numbers The following rules apply
to plurals of numeric terms such as dozens, scores, hundred, thousand, million and so on: when modified by a number, the plural is not indicated, that is, no-s-S is added to it. Hence 100, 2 million, four scores, etc. (the resulting quantitative expressions are treated as numbers, That they can modify the noun directly:
three dozen eggs, although pronouns or fixed noun phrases are used before: three dozen of them/of those eggs.) when modified by a number, plural takes-as usual, and the resulting expression is not a number (it is not a number if a noun is required to be modified): I have hundreds, dozens of complaints, thousands of
people affected. When the modifier is a vague expression of the number, either the pattern can be followed: several hundred (people) or several hundreds (of people). When the word has a specific meaning rather than a simple expression of volume, it is pluralized as a simple noun: last season he scored eight hundreds
[= scores of at least 100 runs in cricket]. The same applies to other numbers: my phone number consists of three fives and four sixes. Focus on expression by dozen etc. (singular); in three [=in groups of three] etc. (plural); There are eight sevens 56 etc. Use and number agreement nouns are used, which are used
responsiblely to qualify other nouns, are generally in singular, even if, for example, a dog catcher catches more than one dog, and a department store has more than one department. This is also true for some binary nouns where the sole form is not found in isolation, such as trouser mangal or scissor kick. This is also
true where the specialty noun itself is qualified with a number, Bill, a ten-foot pole or a two-man tent. Plural is used for plural tantam nouns: a glasses case is for glasses, while a glass case is made of glass (but compare the glasses case); Also an arms race vs. arm wrestling. Plural can be used to emphasize the
multiplicity of specialties, especially in British English, but very rarely in American English: a career consultant, a language expert. Plural is also more common with irregular pluralities for different qualities: female murderers are the ones killing women, while female murderers who are women who kill. The singular and
plural form of the words 'from other languages where English, unlike plural and english are countable nouns coming at the end of the word when entering use'. For example, in Spanish, a noun made of verb and its plural object usually have verb first and noun object (e.g. in the mythical monster Repaibaras, literally
useless-goats, or more natural English formation goats) and the plural form of object noun is retained in both singular and plural forms of the compound (i.e. singular El Chuppras). , plural Los Repaibaras). However, when entering English, the last s of the chubaaras were considered as the plural of the compound (i.e.
the monster) rather than the object of the verb (i.e. the goats), and so chukabra is singular in an S English without a chukabra, even though the Spanish chubabra can literally be planted as a creature that only sucks a goat. Teams and their members will be given plural form regularly to a noun, sometimes in the name of
sports teams, even if there is an irregular plural form of noun in general use (a special case of headless noun described above). For example, there are teams called the Miami Marlins and Toronto Maple Leafs, even though the marlin is generally similar to the singular in the word and the plural leaves of the leaf. (This
doesn't always apply; for example, Minnesota is lynx, *not lynx.) ) Some teams use a non-standard plural spelling in their name, such as the Boston Red Sox and Chicago White Sox. When the name of a sports team is plural, the corresponding singular is often used to denote that team member; For example a player for
the Cincinnati Reds can be referred to as the (Cincinnati) Reds. This also applies to the St. Louis Blues ice hockey team, even though this song is named after the St. Louis Blues and thus the Blues was basically a singular similar to its plural. When a team name is plural in form, but a-s cannot be singular by removing,
as in the Boston Red Sox, the plural is sometimes used as a singular (a player can be referred to as the Red Sox). Often, the singular Red Sox will be clarified as a red sock, even if the spelling suggests otherwise. When a team name is fantastic, as in the Miami Heat The Colorado Avalanche, the same singular term can
also sometimes be used to denote a player (a heat, an avalanche). When referring to more than one player, it's normal to use Heat players or Avalanche players (although in the latter case the team's plural-form nickname Avs is also available). Look as plural for the treatment of (especially British) teams, even if they have
singular names, § singular with the collective meaning treated as the plural above. Adjectives can be used as collective plurals, which represent the prescribed types of people. For example, unemployed and homeless can be used to mean unemployed people and homeless people, as there are two million unemployed.
Such use is in common with definitive articles, to denote a certain type of people generally: unemployed, homeless. This is common with certain countries: British, Dutch, English, French, Irish, Spanish, Welsh, and those where adjectives and nouns are singular and plural equal anyway, including Swiss and those in-ese
(Chinese etc.). In the case of most countries, however, the plural of demonized nouns is used for this purpose: (American), () Poles. There are cases where adjective formation is possible, but the noun offers a commonly used option, scottish (or more commonly (Scots), Danish (or (Danes), Finnish (or () Finns), Swedish
(or (Sweden). सं ा आम तौर पर वसेै भी योग िकया जाता ह ैजब लोग  के िव श  सेट (पांच ांसीसी, कुछ पेन) क  चचा करते हुए, हालांिक िवशेषण िवशेषण िवशेषण िवशेषण िवशेषण िवशेषण िवशेषण िवशेषण िवशेष प से िम त या अिन द  से स के एक समूह के मामले म इ तेमाल िकया जा सकता ह,ै अगर रा सी सं ा लग िव श  ह: वहां पांच ांसीसी (या ांसीसी लोग) बार म थे (यिद न तो ांसीसी
या ांसीसी मिहलाओ ंउ चत होगा) । Numerical quantity In common colloquial language, plural means just more than one. One's volume can sometimes be in the form of a grammatical plural. Decimals are always plural plural in any quantity contains decimal precision. This includes any number of zeros after 1. It's normal to say
that 1.0 gallons per flush, for example, 0.6 units per couple, or 3.3 children, *1.0 gallons, *0.6 units, or *3.3 children per couple. Fractions are self-singular or plural on the basis of arithmetic (e.g. an eighth versus two eighth), and whatever they may be singular or plural (for example, three-quarters of apples(s), depending
on whether it refers to a single item or a fraction of multiple items. Any zero amount that is usually plural equal to zero can be plural or singular, although plural is the default. Therefore, the following are plural standards. We have no bananas. We have zero bananas. We don't have a banana. However, if it was already
installed that an item was in question, one cannot refuse to use that such an item In Fantastic: Can you pass me banana to your table? There's no banana on my desk. Enquirer pronouns who and what usually take singular compromises,[26] like who works there? In some cases, a plural verb can be used when the
answer is expected to be plural[26] What are the big ears and tights? When following a plural prescope supplement, a plural verb should be used: [26] What are the main reasons? * Not the main reason? After which, a singular verb suggests a singular answer, and a plural verb suggests a plural answer: [26] Which of
these answers is correct? (Single choice) Which of these answers is correct? (Many options) When asking how many?, plural is standard (e.g. how many bananas? * Not how many bananas?), even if the expected answer is only one. See also English Verb English Personal Pronoun Count Noun Mas Noun Singular They
Notes ^ A B C in a Canadian Accent, a voiced consonant creates changes in the voice of diphthong preceding the mutation (/aʊ ////a0/). ^ Toronto Maple Leafs ice hockey team has a special case; Teams and their members § See the notes below. ^ For dwarves, the general form of plural was dwarf — for example, in
Walt Disney's Snow White and Seven Dwarfs — until J. R.R. Tolkien popularly dwarves; He intended converted spelling to differentiate dwarf fantasy races in his novels from creatures common in cute and simple fairy tales, but his use has since spread. However, many celestial dwarf stars and many non-religious
miniature humans remain dwarfs. ^ In the sense of a body of employees (/stæf/or/stɑːf/) for employees, plural is always staff; Otherwise, both the employee and the lathis (/ste]vz/) are acceptable, except for compounds, such as flagstaff. Staves are rare in North America except the meaning of magic rod or musical
marking equipment; There is a back-formation from a barrel or lathis lathis of the cask, which is the plural of it. (See singular by back-formation section below.) Reference ^ English Irregular Plural Noun Archive April 30, 2008 On Wayback Machine ^ Unit S4: YS or IES? Archived on March 17, 2008, the book title in the
Wayback Machine includes Mary Fulbrook, The Two Journeys. 1945-1990 (Basingstoke: McMillan, 1996); Henry Ashby Turner, two Germans since 1945 (New Haven: Yale Up, 1987). ^ Definition of money. Dictionary.com. Received on 6th April 2018. ^ a b Emerson, Oliver Far absconder (1921). History of English
language. Macmillan. P299. OCLC 317104. ^ Partridge, Eric, Usage and Abusage: A Guide to Good English, modified by Janet Whitcut (New York and London: W. W. Norton, 1997), pp. 238-39. ^ Lawyer. Merriam-Webster. Retrieved on August 26, 2017. 4a Plural Lawyer (1): A lawyer...^ Admission Dictionary.com for
brother. ^ Raymond, Eric (1993). How jargon works. New lexicon. P12. Bibcode:1993nhsd.book..... R. But note that 'Unigen' and 'Twainxon' are never used. It has been suggested that this is because '-ix' and '-x' are sometimes Latin singular endings that attract latin plural. ^ Sometimes scientists think of data as plural, as
these data do not support the findings. But more often scientists and researchers think of data as a singular mass unit like information, and most people now follow this in general use. Archived copy. Archived from the original on November 4, 2007. Retrieved October 20, 2007. CS1 main: copy stored as title (link) ^ ... Of
the 136 specific advisers on the use of surveys for the 1975 Harper Dictionary of Contemporary Use, 49% responded that they have data... In writing. In addition, in casual speech, 65% use data as singular. People who have data... Often point to the fact that the agenda is too strict, a plural, but almost always regarded
as a list and takes a singular action. You'll probably never hear anyone ask: Are the agendas interesting? ^ Summary of Dictionary Sources and Scholarly Use. harvard.edu. Archived from the original on May 15, 2008. Retrieved on 6th April 2018. ^ New Oxford Dictionary of English, 1999 ^ . . . । In educated everyday use
as represented by the Guardian newspaper, it is nowadays most often used as a singular. Archived copy. Archived from the original on February 11, 2009. June 27, 2014. CS1 main: Get the copy stored as title (link) ^ Oxford Dictionaries - the world's most trusted dictionary provider. Oxford Dictionaries. Retrieved on 6th
April 2018. ^ Archive copy. Archived from the original on February 11, 2009. June 27, 2014. CS1 main: Copy stored as title (link)^UoN style book - singular or plural - Media and Public Relations Office - University of Nottingham 26 July 2010 at Wayback Machine ^ Open Learning - OpenLearn - Open University.
openlearn.open.ac.uk. Received on 6th April 2018. ^ What are the plurals of octopus, 'H... - Oxford Dictionaries . Oxford Dictionaries - English. Retrieved on 6th April 2018. ^ Termium®, Government of Canada, Public Works and Government Services Canada, Translation Bureau. Inuit, Inuk (linguistic recommendation
from the Translation Bureau). www.btb.termiumplus.gc.ca. Received on 6th April 2018. ^ Plural problems. Columbia Journalism Review . Retrieved on 31st January 2018. ^ Fowler, H W (2015). Butterfield, Jeremy (Ed.). Foundry dictionary of modern English use. Oxford University Press. P 633. ISBN 978-0-19-966135-0.
^ Harper, Douglas. Spacey. Online Etymological Dictionary. Retrieved on August 29, 2010. ^ The word agenda, for example, was originally plural (from agendum: 'Something has to be acted upon') but nowadays only as a singular Used, and will give no emphasis in their right mind It should be used as plural. Archived
copy. Archived from the original on February 11, 2009. June 27, 2014. CS1 main: Copy stored as title (link) ^ Fowler, H W, a dictionary of modern English use, ed 2, modified by Sir Ernest Gowers (New York and Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1965), 403. ^ a b c d huddleston, Rodney; Pulam, Geoffrey (2002).
Cambridge Grammar of the English language. Cambridge University Press. PP 505-506. ISBN 0-521-43146-8. External links see appendix: English irregular noun, free dictionary in Wiktionary. An algorithmic approach to English pluralization by Damian Conway obtained from The Rule for irregular plural formation of
noun summaries by Pat Byrd, Department of Applied Linguistics and ESL, Georgia State University
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